Confession

Chapter 1 Can one fall in love at first sight? - YES.

Walk down the stairs, the appearance of a hurry, running across the platform, to the next
layer of the stairs, coming to the door of the classroom.Pushed the door and went in after
knocking at the door. (inside the classroom scene)Because of late, everybody looked at him, and
all of them are no color. After sit down, after notice she, couldn't help staring.When she smiled to
him, the girl turned into pink.(heartbeat)
Chapter 2 Why her smile is so gorgeous? - Because of love.
Walking by the road, he turned to see her, she smiled to him, he hurriedly twist a head, did
not dare to look at.
Chapter 3 Can I see you again? - No idea.
End of the camp, he and she head home dragging suitcases. He gave her a look back,
then continue to go forward. She looked back, and then keep going
Chapter 4 Will we lose each other? - Maybe…
(date + mobile phone screen+ two people sharing a mirror)
He sent her a message. She received, reply. More and more chatting. But in 2016, two
people have been away. Chat less over time.
Chapter 5 Will life stop for your loss? - Of course not.
(time + character images)
Time goes by.He study, read books, take part in the speech, to travel, learn a musical
instrumentMoving from left to right, and finally opened the door to leave the picture. Time arrived
in 2018. The door opens and he appeared in new drawing style.
Chapter 6 - What belongs to you will finally come back to you
(mobile + figure walking)
He walked in the way, received a message
"Hello, do you still live in zhejiang?I'm going to there this summer. Could you recommend
some places?”"Hangzhou is fun. I can bring you around, I can go there by train easily.”"Good to
know!”
Chat content into bubbles. He walked through a house, pull out a suitcase.Then walk
again, take a train from Jinhua to hangzhou. Oﬀ the train and walked. Walked into a cafe. She has
been sit inside, looked up to see him, and smiled. He also smiles to her.
Chapter 7 - Will we be together forever？— We will.
Record.

